16th Annual Invitational Island Budokan Bogujustu
Tournament
November 20, 2011
Host: Island Bodukan Martial Arts Academy
Location: 384 Mark Tree Road, East Setauket NY 11733
Visit our website to sign up http://ibkarate.com/index.html
Under the news & events tab
I hope this letter finds you in good health and spirit. I would like to invite you to help us
with so many others in our efforts to raise money for worthy causes and to help in our
goals to enhance our community and it’s members. My students and I, here at Island
Budokan have managed to raise more than $30,000.00 over the last 7 years to contribute
to charities like Ronald McDonald House, Avon Walk for Breast Cancer, Down
Syndrome Advocacy Foundation and other local charities. We managed t raise over
$2,500.00 to donate to the charities last year and hope to do better for this coming event.
This year, we have decided to support the Little Angel Fund, a foundation that helps
support parents of severely ill premature infants.
We do most appreciate your help and hope you will decided to support our efforts to
teach responsible citizenship to our students, their friends and family. Our purpose is to
offer an opportunity for education in cultural diversity. A critical aspect of this exposure
is the chance to investigate avenues for self-improvement, character development and
community awareness.
We hope you will choose to and/or invite some friends to assist in our endeavor. Our goal
is to build a better understanding of other nations and their respective cultures. We intend
to create an opportunity for all who attend to investigate diverse avenues for selfimprovement while encouraging respect for differences and pride in our clubs and
community.
Thank you very much for your consideration and time. We hope you will be able to join
us in creating a memorable day. Feel free to contact me at 631-921-0034 or via email at
IBDTH@AOL.com
Yours in Budo/ Respectfully,
Daniel T. Hayes Shihan
Kenkukai Inc. President
Island Budokan Karate Schasis Sensei/Kancho
Shorinjiryu Kenyukai Watanabe Ha World Federation, Vice President/ Saiko Komon

